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Knowing how to stay safe during summer 
weather can save your or a loved one’s life.
It is summer and we can enjoy sizzling hot days. We are now entering the festive season, with everybody looking forward to 
our summer holiday, late, balmy evenings, having a braai or relaxing on the beach or at the swimming pool.

Summer is the time of heat and fun. But it is also the time when South Africa is more prone to severe weather. Apart from the 
Western Cape coastal areas, most other places in South Africa will experience thunderstorms, hail, rainfall and lightning. For you 
and your family to be safe during summer, the South African Weather Service provides a few tips on staying safe during extreme 
weather conditions.

HOW TO STAY SAFE DURING 
THUNDER STORMS 
• If you are outdoors when you see or hear 
   a thunderstorm coming, seek safe shelter  
   immediately! 
• If your hair stands on end, leave the area  
  as fast as possible, as lightning will almost  
  certainly strike that spot shortly.
• When you see the lightning flash, count  
  the seconds until you hear the thunder 
  clap. At 30 seconds - suspend all  
  outdoor activities and seek safe shelter,  
  as lightning strikes are close. If you count  
  15 seconds or less, a lightning  
   strike could occur where you are.
• Unsafe areas during lightning or electric   
   storms are:
o Tall structures such as trees, telephone  
  and power lines. DO NOT seek shelter 
o Under trees
o On hilltops
o In isolated sheds or buildings
o On open water
• Avoid being near or touching:
o Metal objects such as fences, golf carts,  
   bicycles, and motorcycles, telephone or 
   power lines and steel structures such as  
   pylons and windmills. 
o If indoors, during a storm, stay well clear  
   of windows and do not hold any metal 
   object, use any electrical appliance, use  
   the telephone or take a bath or shower. 
• If you are travelling, stay inside the 
   vehicle.
• Do not swim or play sport during a thun- 

   derstorm. Golfers and fishermen are 
   especially at high risk.

TORNADOES 
A tornado is a violently rotating column of 
air that reaches from a cloud to the ground. 
The maximum wind speed in a tornado is 
usually between around 120 and 360 km/h, 
but can even be stronger than 432 km/h. 
An interesting aspect of tornados is the loud 
distinctive noise that they make. People who 
have heard it have described it as the sound 
of “a thousand trains”, “the buzz of millions 
of bees” or “the rumble of jet planes”. 

How to stay safe when a tornado 
approaches
• In the event of seeing a tornado, move to  
   the pre-designated building or else move  
   into the centre of your house and get  
   under a strong piece of furniture, such as 
   a table.
• Get out of vehicles, caravans and mobile  
   homes, as they can be moved, over-
   turned and even destroyed by the strong 
   winds and flying debris.
• Stay away from windows, as flying glass 
   and debris cause the most deaths.
• Do not attempt to outrun a tornado in 
   your vehicle. Leave it immediately and 
   seek shelter.
• If caught outside in the open, lie flat in a 
   ditch or depression but beware of flood-
   ing if there is heavy rain.

FLOODING 
Flooding occurs with prolonged periods of 
rain, with continuous heavy falls or in the 
form of flash floods, which are usually asso-
ciated with severe thunderstorms. Just six 
inches of fast-moving floodwater can knock 
you off your feet, and a depth of two feet will 
float your car! NEVER try to walk, swim or 
drive through such swift water. STOP! Turn 
around and go another way.

How to stay safe if there is flooding in 
your area
• Stay indoors and off the roads if at all 
   possible
• Listen to the special warnings on the 
   radio and TV.
• Avoid crossing rivers and swollen streams 
   where water reaches above your ankles. 
• Move to higher ground.
• If trapped in a flood in a vehicle, abandon 
   it and climb to higher ground. 
• In buildings, move valuables to a safe 
   place above the expected flood level.
• Switch off electricity at the supply point 
   to the building.
• In rural areas protect/relocate animals to 
   a safe place on higher ground.
• Abandon your home immediately if eva-
   cuation is recommended, before access is 
   cut off by floodwater. 
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